MONCLER BEYOND
THE INSTITUTIONAL ADV CAMPAIGN
BEYOND FASHION, STRAIGHT INTO LIFE
When it comes to human beings, identity is a matter of individuality. When it comes to a brand, uniqueness is a matter
of multiplicity. In both cases, diversity is strength.
This principle inspires the new Moncler advertising campaign shot in timeless black and white by Craig McDean,
featuring nineteen individuals from all walks of life and of every age, ethnicity and origin, united under one claim:
BEYOND.
BEYOND is an expression of pure human strength that pushes Man to break harsh, pre-set moulds. BEYOND is a life
proposition that is effective and resonating because it is true and straightforward, just like Moncler. BEYOND is a sum
of what Moncler stands for because at its core Moncler is a brand that goes beyond.
From its beginnings in 1952 in a small village in the mountains of Haute Savoie, Moncler has gone beyond its initial
scope of mountain gear to become a comprehensive brand with a universal appeal. Moncler has gone beyond the
French mountains to become global. Moncler has gone beyond the technical to be suited to real life, without losing the
technical status that makes it so practical. Moncler goes beyond the individual occasion, dressing all moments of life
and speaking to every generation without making the young look old and the old look young.
Moncler constantly goes beyond limits, generations, expectations.
Now this path is rendered more alive and palpable than ever in the life choices and outstanding principles of a selection
of individuals uniquely driven by the desire to go beyond in every way possible. From a Paralympian athlete to an
astronaut, an activist to a trendsetter, the campaign pushes beyond the norms of traditional advertising in order to
promote the drive, will and uniqueness that push an individual to break limits of any kind and be, quite simply, him
or herself.
By bringing this diverse set of individuals together, Moncler defines and expresses its singular voice through a chorus
of exceptional people who have achieved their goals through the device of their unique talents, living life to the fullest.
The cast: Millie Bobby Brown, Actress; John Boyega, Actor; Crystal Zhang, Actress; Conie Vallese, Artist; Guillaume
Nery, Freediver; Lexie Alford, Travel Blogger; Maye Musk, Model & Dietitian; Miyavi, Musician & Actor; Eiza Gonzalez,
Actress; Walter Villadei, Cosmonaut & Educator; Carmen Jorda, Race Car Driver; Xiuhtezcatl Martinez, Musician &
Activist; David De Rothschild, Adventurer & Environmentalist; Olga Karput, Trendsetter; Danny Bowien, Chef &
Restaurateur; Bebe Vio, Paralympics Fencer; Sheck Wes, Rapper; Liya Kebede, Model & Activist; Gus Kenworthy,
Freeskier & LGBTQ Activist.
Their BEYONDS: Beyond Limits; Beyond Obstacles; Beyond Expectation; Beyond Bold; Beyond Impossible;
Beyond Borders; Beyond Wise; Beyond Imagination; Beyond Stereotypes; Beyond Discovery; Beyond Driven;
Beyond Generations; Beyond Conventions; Beyond Hype; Beyond Fearless; Beyond Perfection; Beyond Real;
Beyond Purpose; Beyond Barriers.
As a brand, the strength of Moncler lies in an unwavering loyalty to its core identity. By looking beyond trends and
targets, Moncler speaks a language that puts the individual first while adapting to the most diverse circumstances and
environments. The ultimate message of the campaign is one of freedom and goodwill. It is a call in the name of diversity,
finding strength and momentum in multiplicity.
Embracing the liberating power of the plural, Moncler goes beyond fashion, straight into life, and counts on nineteen
voices to send out its message.

MONCLER. ONE HOUSE, DIFFERENT VOICES.
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MONCLER was founded at Monestier-de-Clermont, Grenoble, France, in 1952 and is currently headquartered
in Italy. Over the years the brand has combined style with constant technological research assisted by experts
in activities linked to the world of the mountain. The Moncler outerwear collections marry the extreme demands
of nature with those of city life. In 2003 Remo Ruffini took over the company, of which he is currently Chairman
and CEO. Moncler manufactures and directly distributes the clothing and accessories collections under the brand
Moncler through its boutiques and in exclusive international department stores and multi-brand outlets.
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